
Figure 1. FaceFusion 3D Reconstrucon 

Figure 1: the image on the le is a selecon of a video of a moving 
face with heavy noise obscuring the image.  The image on the right 
has been enhanced with FaceFusion3D. By combining the face 
with a 3D model, the FaceFusion3D filter is able to enhance a 
moving face with all of the benefits of our FrameFusion filter.

Geometric Lens Correcon filter corrects for geometric lens 
distorons automacally without any knowledge of the source 
camera.
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Video Invesgator®

Cognitech® Video Invesgator®      is designed to work with video 
files and sll images alike. There are a variety of methods that can 
be used in either scenario, which is what makes Video Invesgator 
such a powerful tool. No other soware will offer the vast array of 
filters that Video Invesgator offers its users.

Some of the excing NEW features in Cognitech® 
Video Invesgator®     are the FaceFusion3D Reconstrucon 
Filter and the Geometric Lens Correcon.
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The FaceFusion 3D Reconstrucon Filter is the newest Cognitech 
patented technique that combines the principles of FrameFusion® 
with 3D facial models allowing for the Super-Resoluon 
reconstrucon of images and videos of human faces in full 3D 
rotaonal moon.

Figure 2. Geometric Lens Correcon 

Figure 3. Geometric Lens Correcon

Figure 1 was taken with a camera
lens displaying heavy lens 
distoron which caused visible 
curvature of straight objects such
as road lines and a light pole.

These distorons have been corrected in Figure 3 with the 
Geometric Lens Correcon filter.

Advanced Visual Compung
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The most disnguishing characterisc of the new VI is an 
Agile-Video-Acve (AVA) user interface with underlying Real-Time parallel 
algorithm processing 

The Agile part of AVA gives users extreme flexibility and freedom to 
interacvely change any parameters and se ngs for ALL video processing 
task and modules (plug-ins). The mathemacal algorithms are implemented
through Nvidia’s CUDA based SLi Mul GPU execuon language giving users through Nvidia’s CUDA based SLi Mul GPU execuon language giving users 
a realme preview .

The VideoAcve® part of AVA is a revoluonary capability to immediately 
visualize results from the latest set of parameters, which provides an interacve
process allowing operators to obtain the very best image or video processing 
result. The range of “acve”, visualizaons makes it possible to gain the most 
opmal deblurring size and direcon, the best noise esmaon, the best velocity 
model (i.e. Pan-Tilt-Zoom), the best region selecon for stabilizaon, etc. 

All of this is happening in real-me right in front of the end-user’s eyes, All of this is happening in real-me right in front of the end-user’s eyes, 
while sll being “Acve” and waing for a new input from the user. 
The only me the end-user exits the computaon is when he/she is sasfied 
with the result.

AVA Parameters window

Using AVA users can see an instant 
preview of the results of filters such 
as the Deblur Custom Kernel as shown 
here.

Original video with 
limited view Mosaic Reconstrucon, building up the full image of the truck 

from all frames of video
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Listed below are a number of tools available in this powerful 
soware package.

File Conversion, 
Deblur Filters, 
Demulplexing, 
Denoise Filters, 
Detecon Filters, Detecon Filters, 
Image Stabilizaon 
Enhancement, 
Histogram Editor, 
Segmentaon, 
Tracking, 
Transform, 
Zoom, Zoom, 
Velocity, 
Reconstrucon, 
Photogrammetry.

Global Equalizaon Original interlaced video frame Re-aligning the two fields in a 
          selected region

Re-aligned area
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Using the Custom Kernel 
to track the shape of 
moon blur

AVA giving instant preview
whilst using the Paern 
Removal filter.Movie Stabilizaon Wizard Stabilized Video

Frame Averaged


